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A NOTE ON ENVELOPED MEASURES

S.  J.  SIDNEY

Abstract. There exists a uniform algebra 31 and a multipli-

cative linear functional i> on 31 which has an uncountable family of

enveloped representing measures, no one of which is boundedly

absolutely continuous with respect to any other.

Gamelin and Lumer have asked whether two enveloped representing

measures for the same multiplicative linear functional on a uniform algebra

must be mutually boundedly absolutely continuous [2, p. 142]. In the

present note, a uniform algebra 31 and multiplicative linear functional O

constructed previously by the author [4] are shown to have the following

property : O has an uncountable family of enveloped representing measures,

no one of which is boundedly absolutely continuous with respect to any

other. We retain the notations and conventions of [4].

Suppose {C„}1S„<X is any sequence of constants which satisfies

00

(*) Cn>0   and   2c*pn^ß
n=X

for some number ß<l. We assert that the corresponding p. e M0 is

enveloped. Indeed, let {«'*'} be a sequence of nonnegative continuous

functions on X such that j" «(i) d/¿->-Q. It suffices to show that, given

0<<5<1, we can find for all k large enough /(t) e% such that |/<Ä)|^

exp(-um) but \<$(fm)\>(\-b)2e-0.

Since (\-\Zv\)(\+\Zn\Yx<:Pn we see from (4) of [4] that 2 (1-|Z»I)<

co; hence if we fix an integer A^ large enough, the Blaschke product

B(z)= fl (2n\Zn\-x)(Zn-z)(\-Znz)~x
n=N+X

will be continuous and bounded by 1 on A\{1}, holomorphic on the interior

of A, and such that P(0)> 1 — b.

Let S={\n=oT„, 93=9J|5', v the measure on 5 given by vn=/in=

CnPnX, \<n^N, and v0 = ( 1 — 2«=i C„Pn)X. One sees easily that 93 is a

uniform algebra on S and that v is a core measure for <£ (given again by
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<)>(/) =/o(0)). Viewed as a measure on X, v<(l— ß)~1p, so J ulk) dv-*0.

Thus by [1, IV.5.1] for k large there is gW=v{k)+iwm e SB such that

vm~^.u{k)\S and 0(g(fc,)<<5. Finally, there is h in the disc algebra A such

that |Á|<1, A(1)=0, and |Á(0)-l|<ó. Define f*>:X-+C by fk) =
hB exp(-g(k)), O^n^N, and f'nk)=0, N+l^n^co. Then /"=» e «,

|/<*>|=exp(-t/<*>), andJO(/'fc»)| = |Â(0)| \B(0)\exp(-®(g{nk)))>(\-è)2e~6.

Suppose now that {€„} is any sequence that satisfies (*) (for instance,

the sequence {Cn} of [4]). If {rn}i¿n<x is any sequence of numbers such

that 0<t„< 1, then {TnCn} also satisfies (*). Now, there is an uncountable

family Q, of infinite sets of positive integers such that any two members of Q.

have finite intersection [3, Problem 51]. For w e Í2 let t£=1//i if n e co,

t£=1 if n $ co. If co, oS are distinct members of ii, one sees easily that

neither of the measures corresponding to the sequences {r^Cn} and

{TnCn} is boundedly absolutely continuous with respect to the other.

Remarks. Evidently the present arguments do not require the special

choice of {Zn} necessary in [4], but rather only that Z„->1 and

2 (1 — |Z„|)<oo. Under these conditions, it is easy to see that M<¿ is

necessarily compact in norm. (This also follows immediately from a more

difficult unpublished result of J. Chaumat about norm-compactness of

spaces of representing measures for the disc algebra.) In particular, by

taking the Z„ positive and increasing rapidly to 1, we can arrange that M®

be norm-compact and contain many enveloped measures, but not contain

a core measure. The converse question, of whether norm-compactness of

M0 is a consequence of the existence of a core measure, appears to be

open. I wish to thank A. Dufresnoy for pointing out to me that M& is norm-

compact.
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